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Presentation Notes
I’m going to review why we re-engineered the National Cruise System (NCS) then briefly go over the main new features of each program in the NCS suite, including Cruise Manager, the new member of the suite. We will go into a little more detail with the new FScruiser V2.
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Why Re-Engineer? 

• New technologies in the last decade 
– Better databases 
– Improved programming languages and tools 
– Field data recorder hardware 
– Field data recorder Operating System versions 

(Windows CE / Windows Mobile) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SQLite is the most widely deployed SQL database engine in the world. The source code for SQLite is in the public domain.Well-known users of SQLite include: Adobe, Airbus, Apple, Dropbox, Mozilla (Firefox web browser), GE, Google, Intuit, McAfee, Microsoft, Skype and Toshiba.It is cross-platform: Unix (Linux and Android), and Windows (Win32 and WinCE) are supported out of the box. It is relatively easy to port to other systems.
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Why Re-Engineer? 

• New Opportunities 
– Keep what worked 
– Re-design what didn’t 
– Add new features that improve efficiency 
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Mobile Devices Then and Now 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2001 stats from Husky FEX-212014 stats from Juniper Archer 1Orders of magnitude increase in processor speed and memoryA dozen windows CE versionsDisplay resolution is better – more importantly the screen technology makes it much easier to see in full and partial sunlight without glare.Big battery capacity increase (mAh = mili amp-hours). But it is pretty much a wash because of the increased processor load.We don’t care too much about WiFi right now, but bluetooth can be useful for connecting external devices such as GPS receivers.Ruggedness has improved. You can take an IP68 device swimming with you.
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Then 

Data Entry 

Establish Cruise 
Design 

Customize 

Components 
and Merging 

View / Edit Data 

Setup 
(Template) Files 

Other Utilities 

FSCruiser V1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The old FScruiser V1 was a large application, and had many utilities that are typically only used on the desktop PC in the office.  
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Now 

+ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FScruiser V2 has been streamlined to be only a field data collection application: mostly data entry with a few key utilities needed while cruising timber in the woods.Where did the utilities go? Into the new Cruise Manager (CM) PC application. This is where you will spend your time in the office establishing the cruise design, customizing data entry tables and audit rules, managing component cruises, template files, performing office checks of field data, etc. 
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New FSCruiser 

Keeps popular functionality: 
• Customizable Data Entry Tables 
• Field Data Audits 
• Limiting Distance Calculator 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new FScruiser V2 keeps functions and utilities that worked well in the old version. For example, customizable data entry tables, field data audits and the limiting distance calculator.
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New FSCruiser 
Improvements: 

• Stable, reliable database 
• Improved Sample Selection 

– Blocked and Systematic for Sample Tree (STR)  

– Systematic for PCM and FCM  

– Sampling state saved across populations  

– Insurance Tree tracking 

– Untally feature 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DATABASE: A stable, reliable database is critical, and is the primary reason we re-engineered the National Cruise System. SQLite is popular choice for the database engine in cellphones, PDAs, MP3 players, set-top boxes, and other electronic gadgets. SQLite has a small code footprint, makes efficient use of memory, disk space, and disk bandwidth, is highly reliable, and requires no maintenance from a Database Administrator.BLOCKED and SYSTEMATIC for STR: The old FScruiser used simple random sampling for sample tree (STR) sample selection. Simple random sampling is like rolling a die for each tally tree to determine if it is a sample. For example, if the sampling frequency for a population is 1:10, simple random sampling would roll a digital ten-sided die. When the die came up with a ‘10’, that tree would become a sample. While this is a perfectly valid and defendable sampling system, random numbers being what they are, you could have large gaps without samples and conversely, clusters of samples close together.FScruiser V2 now uses blocked sampling by default for STR sample selection, with the option of choosing systematic sampling (with a random start) on a population-by-population basis. SYSTEMATIC  for PCM and FCM:You now have the option of using systematic sampling for both Point, Count-Measure (PCM) and Fixed, Count-Measure (FCM), and can easily set up different systematic sampling frequencies for each sample group. As with sample tree, a random start is used. The state is maintained across plots and cutting units. For example, if sample group A’s next sample is 7 trees away, and you count 6 sample group A’s on plot 16, the first sample group A tree on plot 17 will be a sample.SAMPLING STATE SAVED:With both blocked and systematic sampling, the sampling “state” (the block plus where you are in the block, or “index”) is saved in the cruise file and maintained throughout the population. Changing cutting units or closing FScruiser (or even moving the cruise file to another mobile device) doesn’t reset the block … you start where you left off for each population.INSURANCE TREE TRACKING:If you choose to use insurance trees for STR or 3P, FScruiser keeps track of them for you.For sample tree (STR), the insurance frequency is the frequency of sample trees after which an insurance tree is added. For example, an insurance frequency of 10 would result in an insurance tree added after about every 10 samples. Sample trees are not sacrificed to make insurance trees; insurance trees are in addition to sample trees. Insurance trees for 3P are selected in about the same way, only behind the scenes, the KZ value is dropped by the amount needed to get the requested insurance tree frequency.  UNTALLY FEATURE:During the re-engineering process, we worked with Joe Kennedy (retired R8 cruiser and computer programmer) and borrowed some of the nicer features from his old R8/R9 mobile timber cruising application. FScruiser V2’s new untally feature is one of them.
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New FSCruiser 

• Improved sample selection (continued): 

– Multi-Strata tallying 

– Real-time auditing  

– 3P Sure To Measure 

– Streamlined Cruiser’s Initials 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MULTI-STRATA TALLYING:For STR and 3P, the interface for tallying into sample groups across multiple strata has been improved.REAL-TIME AUDITING:FScruiser V2 now audits on the fly, field by field as the data is entered. Audit rules are set up in Cruise Manager and are fine grained … each species – product – live/dead combination can have it’s own set of audit rules for measurements such as diameters and heights.3P SURE to MEASURE:  Accounting for sure to measure trees in 3P is now much easier.CRUISER INITIALS:  Recording cruiser’s initials is now easier.
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New FSCruiser 
• CE Versions vs. Data Recorders 

• Settings > About: OS Version >= 4.2 
• Compatible: 

– Allegro CX and newer 
– All Archers 
– Newer Trimbles 
– Itronix Q200 

• Too Old: 
– Allegro CE and older 
– Older Trimbles 
– Older Pocket PC (HP or Compaq iPAQs) 
– Itronix Q100 

 

Up-to-date list on 
the Web 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FScruiser V2 will run on newer mobile devices with OS version 4.2 or greater. How do you know if your Trimble device is “newer” and will run the new FScruiser? If it has the Windows Mobile operating system.

http://fmsc-projects.herokuapp.com/documents/35
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New Cruise Design 

• Importing statistics from historical cruises 
• Insurance trees 
• Recon to Production comparison 
• Supplemental samples calculations 
• Updated cruising costs 
• Reports showing errors by value class 
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New Cruise Processing 

• Biomass Library 
• Ability to modify weight factors and 

merchandizing rules 
• Create CSV files from select reports 
• Report categories clarified 
• Support for PDF and HTML output 
• PDF file has optional watermark feature 
• Graphical reports 
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The New NCS Suite 

Cruise 
Processing 

Cruise 
Design 

FSCruiser 

Cruise 
Manager 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s the new National Cruise System Suite in a nutshell.
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Questions? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any questions?
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